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2 Computer Science Department - Faculty of Science - University of Porto,Rua do Campo Alegre, 8234150-180 Porto, Portugalmcc@dc.fc.up.ptAbstractThis paper outlines the use of theoretical immunological concepts inthe deployment of a novel Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS)framework. It describes a research project that aims at de�ning a newextension to the Common Intrusion Detection Framework (CIDF). Dur-ing the last decade several immunological concepts have been used inintrusion detection systems through Arti�cial Immune Systems (AIS) im-plementations, such as clonal selection, negative selection and self-non-selfdistinction. It has been recognized that these systems have some limita-tions, therefore there is an actual need to develop new and more robustsystems incorporating the more recent developments in theoretical im-munology, being the Danger Theory (DT) one of the most promising. Inthis paper we begin by presenting some important principles and con-cepts we think are most relevant to the description and categorisation ofintrusion detection systems (IDS). We then proceed to describe the mainbene�ts that can be obtained from an arti�cial immune system approachfor IDS, stressing the new trend based on danger theory. We concludeby presenting a novel extension to the common intrusion detection frame-work (CIDF), stressing some of the main bene�ts that can be obtainedby using an immunity-inspired approach based on Danger Theory.1 IntroductionANetwork Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) main activity consists in analysingthe �ow of packets in the network and identify which ones are part of an attack.One of the major problems related with NIDS deployment is the detection ofnew kind of attacks that have not occurred previously. There are several welldocumented approaches to detect and try to learn from new forms of attack,mainly statistically based [17]. Unfortunately none seems to provide a com-pletely satisfactory answer. In this article we propose an approach based onbiologically inspired concepts and algorithms, namely the ones related with thehuman immune system [7]. We take advantage of concepts, ideas and algorithms1



based on the theoretical biological models of the human immune system (AIS -Arti�cial Immune Systems [14, 13]), and apply them to intrusion and anomalydetection on computer networks.The previous and well accepted work on intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)inspired us to de�ne an extension to the Common Intrusion Detection Frame-work (CIDF) [22, 8], by re�ning and enhancing its capabilities to work inan adaptive and self-adjusting manner. We recently proposed the Immunity-Inspired Intrusion Detection System (I3DF)[4]. It is still a work in progressresearch project based on the application of immunological algorithms andmethods to tra�c �ows classi�ed as normal and through the de�nition of anormality pro�le, based on the relationships between hosts in the network (clus-tering approach)[27]. In this paper we concentrate on the biologicall inspiredaspects of this project and leave the details on tra�c �ow classi�cation to otherpublications[4].In section 2 we revise some basic concepts of intrusion detection systemsand in section 3 we introduce and explain some of the fundamentals behindbiological immune systems. We then proceed to section 4, where we presentarti�cial immune system models that have been successfully applied to intrusiondetection systems. In Section 5 we explain the actual developments done so farin Danger Theory (DT)[2] and describe in some detail our framework, I3DF(Immunity-Inspired Intrusion Detection Framework). In this section we alsopresent the CIDF and introduce a new proposal for the use of the DT in thescope of intrusion detection. Finally, in section 6, we detail some conclusions,re�ecting the study we have done so far and discuss some directions for futuredevelopment and research.2 Intrusion Detection SystemsIntrusion can be seen as a set of actions that attempt to compromise a secureproperty. Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring relevant events thatoccur in a computer-based information system. The main goal of intrusiondetection is thus to positively identify all occurrences of actual attacks and,at the same time, to not be mistaken by regular events and distracted by thesignalling of false attacks [29]. The intrusion detection system's main goal is todetect unauthorised use, misuse and abuse of computer systems by both systeminsiders and external intruders.There are several ways to identify and categorise existing IDS. If we beginby considering the source from where an IDS gets its information, these systemscan be classi�ed as Network IDS (NIDS), Host IDS (HIDS) and Hybrids.Broadly speaking, there are basically two approaches for the manner in whichan IDS identi�es potential intrusions: anomaly detection and miuse detection[16].Anomaly (behaviour-based) detection bases its decisions on a pro�le of nor-mal network or system behaviour. It starts by building a model for normalsystem behaviour. This is denoted by what is called the normal activity pro�le.2



It then proceeds by looking for anomalous activities, which by de�nition areactivities that do not match the previously established pro�le. An intrusionis thus a deviation from the normal activity pro�le. These anomaly detectionsystems make e�ective use statistical analysis, predictive pattern generation,neural networks and genetic algorithms[5].The misuse detection (knowledge-based) based systems examines networkand system activity, comparing the data collected by the IDS with the contentsof a database, looking for known misuses. The database contains the signaturesof known attacks in the form of rules. If a match is found, an alert is generatedand all the events that do not match any signature are considered not intrusive.These systems are based on the use of expert system technology, state-transitionanalysis and pattern matching algorithms [5].Both of these methods have strengths and weaknesses. In one hand, misuse-based systems generally have a very low rate of false positives but cannot identifynovel attacks, leading to high false negative rates. On the other hand, anomaly-based systems are able to detect novel attacks but currently produce a largenumber of both false positives and false negatives[5]. This problems are dueto the inability of current anomaly-based techniques to deal adequately withcontinuous changes in network environments. This is a clear indication for theneed to �nd and apply new paradigms that can better cope with legitimatechanges in computer networks and systems usage over time, meaning that anykind of pro�le for normal behaviour also needs to be dynamic in nature.The application of biological immune system concepts and algorithms pro-vides the system with the innate capability to learn and memorise past events.This increases the quality and resilience of an IDS by providing it with theability to react to new and never encountered attacks.3 Biological Immune SystemThe biological immune system is a very complex multi-layered structure thatevolved to protect and defend the body from microorganisms (pathogens) thatcan cause diseases, such as virus and bacteria [7]. Antigens are substances(usually proteins) identi�ed as foreign by the immune system. They stimulatethe release of antibodies to destroy the pathogens and are composed by a set ofcellular components that interact with each other to react against an intruder(Figure 1).The immune system possesses two main levels of defence: innate and adap-tive. The innate level of defence is a direct result of each person's individualgenetic information. It has no learning mechanisms and always reacts in thesame way to intruders. The adaptive immune level of defence, on the otherhand, recognises antigens according to the previously acquired memory of pastintrusions and reacts adaptively to new or similar events. In the adaptive sys-tem, the speci�city refers to the binding process of an antigen by a cell. Each cellhas a receptor that can only recognise one speci�c antigen. These cells are theleukocytes (white blood cells) and correspond to the main cellular components3



Figure 1: Multi layered structure of immune system

Figure 2: The immune system in action.of the immune system. Macrophages are the main cells in the innate system de-stroying the antigens they are able �nd and bind with within the body. On theother hand, B-cells and T-cells are responsible for the adaptive immune systembehaviour and activity. The immune system acts as a whole in the destructionof microorganisms. Figure 2 [14] illustrates its behaviour in the normal activityof detenction and reaction to invaders.In (1) the macrophages, a speci�c kind of cells denominated APC (AntigenPresenting Cells) look for foreign antigens, destroying and fragmenting them inantigenic peptides. Some of these peptides bind to special proteins (2), calledMHC (Major Histocompatibility Complex ), being presented to the cell surfaceas a pair �MHC/peptide�. In (3) the T-cells bind to this pair being stimulatedand activated. After its activation the T-cells will activate also the B-cells (4),through the release of some chemicals (e.g. lymphokine). In (5) B-cells willbe divided and di�erentiated in plasmocytes that will produce a high rate of4



antibodies and memory cells. The antibodies produced will have the shape ofthe B-cell receptors, thus binding the antigen and neutralising the intruder (6).The adaptive immune system has a wide variety of interesting characteristicsthat can be used in sophisticated computer applications, such as highly adaptiveintrusion detection.In immunological models the concept of diversity is related to the large vari-ety of cells receptors that can possibly bind to all types of antigens or intruders.In computer networks, a potential attack would be identi�ed by a speci�c recep-tor that would react through adequate security countermeasures. The systemmust therefore possess a large diversity of detectors to cope with as much at-tacks as possible. The negative selection process [24]allows the immune systemto di�erentiate between self and non-self cells, thus preventing the body fromstart being attacked by its own immune system cells, which would lead to anautoimmune disease. An IDS can distinguish normal from abnormal activity us-ing a similar method. For example, an open TCP port can be seen as a normalcharacteristic of the system by accepting connections in that port. All otherconnections to TCP ports not de�ned in the open state should be considered aspotential intrusions.Finally, the theory of clonal selection [14]explains why in each individual,antibodies are only produced for the antigens to which he has been previouslyexposed. Considering that a cell can only bind to a speci�c antigen, it is nec-essary to have a huge number of di�erent cells to be able to e�ciently copewith an infection. Thus, after being stimulated by an antigen, the cell is clonedinto a multitude of copies, creating a huge group of cells capable of attackingthat speci�c antigen. For example, in the case of B-cells, the clonal selectionprocess produces two kinds of cells: the plasmocytes and memory B-cells. Theformer will be responsible for a large scale production of antibodies to �ght theantigens. The later are memory cells that can remain in the body for long lifeperiods, with the main function of reacting faster to a second similar attack.In a network there are various sources of events that can be used in theevaluation of potential attacks. For example, various IDS sensors (cells) couldbe installed in the network and the hosts events (logs) should be collected andanalysed. The IDS sensors can thus be seen as cells that work together in adistributed way, collecting and analysing events for further reaction. Finally,the �memory cells� must be generated by the IDS to guarantee a future fasterreaction to similar attacks.These are the most important immunological concepts deployed in arti�-cial immune systems (section 4), with relevance to network intrusion detection.Nevertheless their application is de�nitely not an answer to all the problemsfaced today by intrusion detection systems. For example, the negative selectionphase shows scaling problems when it is applied to real network tra�c [23]. Thecomputational complexity in an IDS grows exponentially with the number ofsystems (services) that need to be protected. It is thus necessary to �nd a di-versi�ed set of �receptors� that can provide adequate coverage and at the sametime be computationally e�cient. The mapping of the entire self or non-selfreceptor universe is an ine�cient task, since they change over time and only a5



small minority of non-self is harmful, whilst some self may cause damage [1]. Tomake matters worse, the self and non-self de�nitions are often ambiguous andnot always applied in the best possible way[23].4 Arti�cial Immune Systems applied to IDSNetwork computer security can be seen as one of the most intuitive and popular�elds where we can e�ectively use the biological immune system as a computingmetaphor. In his seminal work, Forrest et al.[18] managed to take full advan-tage of some important characteristics of the immune system, such as diver-sity, adaptability, anomaly detection, multiple layers and identity by behaviour,among others, to engineer LISYS [6, 21]. This was one of the �rst successful net-work intrusion detection systems based on AIS. In [19] Forrest proposed a �rstapproach to deploy AIS in network security, where the non-self is characterisedas �undesired network connections�. In [23] Kim identi�ed three fundamentaldesign goals requirements for network based intrusion detection systems: distri-bution, self-organisation and lightweight operation. He also concludes a typicalAIS framework must include negative selection and clonal selection mechanismsand should take advantage of gene library evolution algorithms. He also presentsan AIS incorporating the requirements and characteristics listed above, describesthe developed architecture and shows some promising results of its applicationin a real local area network.Dasgupta [10] proposed an agent-based framework for intrusion/anomalydetection and reaction in networked computers. The mobile agents are able tointeract with each other by travelling around the network nodes and monitoringseveral parameters, such as the type of user and its privileges, amount of freememory and connection types. Other Dasgupta's contributions in computersecurity can be found in [11, 9].In [13] De Castro de�nes the concept of Immune Engineering and proposes ageneral framework and a set of tools to be used in a wide range of applications.In [15] de Paula et al. proposed a prototype called (ADENOIDS) inspired byimmune systems and featuring automated intrusion recovery and the automaticextraction of a signature for remote bu�er over�ow attacks.In [3] Aickelin et al. presents a very complete survey of intrusion detectionsystems based on AIS developed thus far, stressing their weaknesses and de-fending the need to adopt a new paradigm, the Danger Theory. This derivedtheory is introduced in section 5.Finally, in [12] it is possible to �nd an extensive and actual bibliography ofthe related work developed so far in the scope of arti�cial immune systems.5 Danger theoryAlthough very recent, uncompleted and currently still surrounded by some con-troversy [28], the DT [25] is gaining increased popularity amongst theoretical6



immunologists. The central point of the immune system is its ability to respondto foreign antigens and to not react to self molecules. In order to undertakethis role the immune system needs to be able to di�erentiate between non-self,and possibly invaders, from self molecules. It is currently well established inclassical theoretical immunology that the immune response is triggered whenthe body encounters something that is non-self or foreign, in a discriminationprocess known as self-non-self recognition [7].There are however some natural phenomenons that cannot be completelyexplained by classical immunological theories. For example, there is no immunereaction to foreign bacteria in the food we eat although they are foreign entities.The successful transplants of foreign organs are also a good example of no attacksagainst foreign (non-self) tissues.Besides the theoretical immunologists assumptions that the self-non-self dis-tinction is made through the elimination of cells that react to the self, in a selfelimination process [7], Matzinger's Danger Theory [25, 26] proposes that theremust also be some kind of discrimination process that goes beyond that distinc-tion. Thus, the immune system does not react to non-self but to danger, i.e,the `foreignness� of the invaders is not so important for the immune recognitionas the relative �danger� of these invaders.The danger theory central idea is that the immune system does not reactto non-self but to danger. The system discriminates �some� self and �some�non-self, which starts to explain why it is possible to cope with �non-self butharmless� and with �self but harmful� system aggressors [2] (for example, a tu-mour). The theory states that foreign cells (invaders) will induce the generationof speci�c cellular molecules (danger signals), by initiating cellular stress (celldeath) in some unnatural way[25]. These molecules will trigger the immuneresponse by being recognised by the APC (see Section 3). These signals encour-age the macrophages to capture antigens in the neighbourhood and establisha �danger zone� around the alarm signal emitted by the distressed cell. Onlythose B cells producing antibodies that match antigens within the danger zoneget stimulated and start the clonal expansion process. Thus, this new theorysuggests that the immune system reaction to threats is based on the correlationof various signals reported by the immune system �sensors�, readily providing amethod of linking the threat directly to the attacker.In an IDS context the danger alerts can be reported by the various sensorsdistributed within the network. Having received strong indications of a possibleintrusion scenario, the AIS should send signals to other sensors in the neigh-bourhood, allowing a triggered action to the intrusion. These signals can be oftwo types: apoptotic and nectotic. The former corresponds to a normal deathof a cell and in an IDS this would correspond to legitimate actions or someprerequisites for an attack. The later is an unregulated cell death process andin the context of an IDS it would correspond to actual damage caused by asuccessful attack [1].Aickelin [1, 20] aims to investigate the correlation described above and trans-pose the danger theory to the realm of computer security. In his approach theself-non-self discrimination is still used but no longer essential, since the reac-7



Figure 3: The new immunity-inspired framework architecturetion will be based on danger signals. He proposed[1] an AIS based on DT ideasthat is capable of handling the IDS alert correlation problems described above.In our proposal (section 6) we believe that these signals, when analysed andcorrelated, can give important information from an ongoing attack and can be akey to in the de�nition of an e�cient adaptive signature for the invader and/orattack.6 A novel framework for Network Intrusion De-tectionIn this section we present a new framework for intrusion detection systems [4],which is an extension of the CIDF, detailed in [22, 8]. The CIDF was theresult of an e�ort to develop tools and application programming interfaces sothat intrusion detection research projects could evolve from a common referenceand modular architecture. The CIDF models an IDS as an aggregate of fourcomponents or boxes (E-box, A-box, D-box and R-box) that inter-operate byprocessing, storing and signalling events.Our framework has two major innovations: the de�nition of normal tra�c,based on the data collected by the sensors and the deployment of immunologicalconcepts to better cope with change and provide the system with some kind ofmemory of past events. This can be achieved by the adaptation of networksensors in order to better identify new event pro�les and through the de�nitionof a new box, the I-Box as illustrated in Figure 3. This I-Box implementsthe learning mechanisms of past events that should be stored in the D-Box forlatter usage. The events generated by the A-box can also be used to generatenew attack pro�les, based on adaptive methodologies. This new component (I-box) can use immune algorithms to generate new event pro�les (basically newcells) for the E-box, allowing the system to �learn� and better respond to futuremalicious attacks. This approach allows the IDS to �evolve� in an adaptive wayand be self-adjusted by previously learnt attacks.The meaning of �normal� and its distinction from abnormal tra�c is a prob-8



lem of very di�cult solution. The approaches made so far through AIS havedemonstrated some problems [23], mainly the high number of false positivesevents and the computational complexity related to its use in dynamic andlarge computer networks. We believe that the use of danger theory will allowus to contribute positively to a better de�nition of normality through the cor-relation of signals, thus decreasing signi�cantly the number of false positives inbehaviour-based network IDS.7 ConclusionsIn this paper we have presented and explained how some theoretical immuno-logical concepts are being used in the development of a new generation of bi-ologically inspired intrusion detection systems. We have shown some of thelimitations found in the use of classical immunological concepts in the develop-ment of previous IDS and exposed a new and emergent Danger Theory (DT) asa new idea �lled with potential strengths for the development of new adaptiveand self-adjusted IDS. We have also described and proposed a new commomnframework for biologically inspired intrusion detection systmes that build onthe previous and well established CIDF. We have also explained how we cantake full advantage of the application of recent immunological concepts to bet-ter construct an IDS that we expect will be able to cope with some of the wellknown problems in current IDS methods for misuse and anomalies detection.We make e�ective of use network alert correlation techniques to characterizenetwork tra�c and de�ne the meaning of what constitutes "normal" activity.We also intend to use alert correlation for danger signals based on DT and tryto quantify the bene�ts that can be derived for an IDS in such an approach. Webelieve that the application of these emergent theoretical immunological con-cepts supported on DT will bring some good bene�ts to the deployment of IDS,by enabling the system with the capacity to better learning new and unforseenattacks in an adaptively and self-adjusted way.References[1] U. Aickelin, P. Bentley, S. Cayzer, J. Kim, and J. McLeod. Danger theory:The link between ais and ids? Proc. of the Second Internation Conferenceon Arti�cial Immune Systems (ICARIS-03), pages 147�155, 2003.[2] U. Aickelin and S. Cayzer. The danger theory and its application to arti�cialimmune systems. proceedings of The First International Conference onArti�cial Immune Systems (ICARIS 2002), pages 141�148, 2002.[3] U. Aickelin, J. Greensmith, and J. Twycross. Immune system approachesto intrusion detection-a review. Proc. of the Second Internation Conferenceon Arti�cial Immune Systems (ICARIS-03), pages 316�329, 2004.9
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